A case whose outcome is consistent with the possibility that if slow embryo cleavage is related to a male factor the prognosis is far greater than if it was related to an egg factor.
To determine if the male partner's sperm can be the cause of embryos with slow cleavage. Retrospective evaluation of shared donor oocyte pairs where two women shared one pool of oocytes from an oocyte donor. Only one woman formed embryos that were all < 6 blastomeres in 376 paired cycles (total 752). With one previous IVF cycle where she formed only two embryos (5-cell and 4-cell) this woman had in five embryos formed all < 6-cells and four of five only 4-cells on day 3. In contrast, the woman who was donating half of the oocytes but had her half fertilized by her own male partner's sperm had only one of three with < 6-cells. This study suggests that rarely the sperm may be the reason for slow cleaving embryos.